Many people are talking about the positive effects of the "Aquarian" age, but let me tell you some painful facts about it.

If we do not do the RTR's and we don't do spiritual warfare, in the next years, surveillance, control, and mastery of the few (through technological feats) against the many, will become so huge, that you, and nobody else, will have a place to hide.

Aquarian age will go from an age of the people to a technological science fiction like, dystopia. Many fools appreciate everything 'technology' brings to us, some are addicted. The views on the jews on the matter have been expressed in numerous movies, and they express their racial soul in these movies about how they want technology to go.

"Automatic" Tesla cars will hit walls with "enemies of the state", and be labelled as accidents, because they heard from their smart TV at home they disagree with the "Global State". Amazon's Alexa will notify her "employer" that she has heard goyim in some places saying mean things. Facebook already does mass surveillance and mines every information about everything and everyone there is.

What is the situation here and why people are not filling these FEMA camps in the US is simply because, lack of means to analyze the data (advanced computing will 'solve' this), a strong middle class that owns guns (they destroy this) and the fact that some people are still concerned about privacy (As they lived in an age where they could actually have some). Google already knows all the trends that go in the brains of 2 billion users or more worldwide. With all this knowledge, in personal level, and all this control, in every level of life, this is going to become worse than the worst imagined dystopia.

Add on top of it bastardization, people that don't even know who or what they are, the weakening of males, nobody will be there to raise a head. Hipster leftists are busy protecting imaginary "rights" of some marginal useless people at 0.1% of the population, and complaining about imaginary lampshades of 60 gorillion people
100 years ago almost.

But the real problems are coming to face us and the situation is not great at all.

The imagined house of the future, even the refrigerator will listen to your conversations. Many fools have housed "Alexa" and all the other retarded products because they want to make their life easier by speaking to 'robots'. Wasn't it easy enough for these fatasses to just check their supreme info handing smartphone? What would this take, 10 seconds to do?

The 10 seconds of these goyim are too precious. They need Alexa to save these 10 seconds from their all-important, goyim consumer life. You can't check the weather on the phone or the internet, Alexa has to do it for you. When some people ask Alexa if she works for the CIA, she just shuts down though. And probably blacklists you as a clever goy for future disappearance in the global jewish state.

Many people of course, they like to cover reality with sugar all the time. While not all tech is as the tech described above, and while not all the evil people are in the governments or the companies such as Jewbook (actually, there are many good government people and this is why the world hasn't went to full shit as of now), the situation is alarming.

I see from all outlets, play pretend aside, and good-bad cop aside, that this is how the enemy envisions the future. It's well known even a smart TV is listening and sending feedback to the company that makes it. Orwell stated it was so horrific in his novel, to have a TV in your living room listening to all conversations you say, and you didn't even know when it did or didn't. It tried to listen to you for "Samizdat" or "Wrongthink".

And no, turning privacy settings it to a "no", isn't going to change shit after a point. Maybe now it does cause there is a legal system and you can sue. But in jewish dystopia there will be nothing of such.

Me personally, I give it everything I have. Why? Because life in such dystopia will not matter. I don't want to be reincarnated only to find myself tortured in a futuristic gulag owned by jews. This will be Middle Ages all over again, only, the jew will not even be present to be chased down, and the angry mob will no longer be angry due to always being sedated, drugged down, or having microchips in their brain who always make them 'happy' until their brain decides to shut down, no matter what is being done to them.
Do you think I science fiction weave stories on you right now? That sounds too outlandish, "haha, microchips by the (((government))) altering our mood? No way man... The (((governments))) love us..."?

Some people there love us and they love freedom. Some hate humanity to their very bones. Those who do are creating some prospects for the future.

Well then, check the link below:

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/...moods.html

They will be sitting in towers and controlling the goyim with implants or worse, that were once created to boost their 'brainpower', but suddenly were found to eavesdrop their brains. It was all to help you, silly goyim. It just went a bit wrong when we heard your naughty thoughts about our big noses... So we decided to cause you a little brain aneurism by exploding your chip in your brain or causing a seizure... Nothing personal, don't be a conspiracy theorist now goy...

The situation in many ways gets better, in other ways, it is getting tragic. One example is how the enemy has branded reporting that they don't agree with 'fake news', they have mined information enough to control elections, and everything else. The only reason the jews didn't tell the goyim that they own them in a TV panel (even though some do) is because they are afraid of material retaliation. When they will no longer be afraid of this, they will drop the mask.

Physical retaliation is however not a solution to any of the above. Simply because all of this begins and ends in a spiritual root, and no matter how many individuals may be 'avenged', the only solution is to destroy the central spiritual brain of it all. This can only be done by spiritual means.

If you want the above to be the world, then, by all means, don't do anything. Sit your ass now, fill yourself with doubt, deny the things you see, dwell in ignorance, think this is the way to a hopeful and nice life. I am sure many people are also retarded enough to believe that laying a low head and not giving a fuck is a way for your future success. So long you're a goyim, you will be enslaved and exterminated. You don't 'decide' how the enemy will see you, no matter how much of a useful slave you are to them. If you have children, and as is the norm, you don't go down childless, while the inferior always copulate and fill the planet, then no problem. They will be the ants that will become enslaved.
For the rest of people who want to save the world, let's make this world a better place. Humanistic goals aside, think about yourself, and what kind of world you want yourself, your people, and your race, or whatever you are interested in to exist in.

If you think Rabbi Zuckerberg is sitting on a chair and is getting bossed around, or if you think the jewish plot is revealed worldwide, and the enemy loses battle after battle, as some sort of coincidence... In the planet where the world owns EVERYTHING around every human being, even part of the mind of human beings... Then I break it down for you and I tell you, it's due to our spiritual warfare these things are happening and humanity gets to breathe.

If you think their plot was casted down from the heavenly adobe it was, and exploded like a pile of shit in front of everyone to see, so we reached awakening points never seen before... By "Coincidence" in these last 4-5 years... You're wrong.

The conspiracy of the enemy has gone for over 2500 years without being revealed, and/or, anyone knowing of its existence. Even if you check things back in 2000, the levels of goyim knowing were extremely low, even if they had the internet or all sorts of other means. Now one person in this world doesn't exist where they KNOW that something, SOMEONE, either named Illuminati, either named JEWS, either named Rothschild, either named Reptilian Zuckerberg, has a nefarious plan for this world. Everyone knows something in the very least.

Global jewish Oligarchy in Age Of Aquarius? You decide. *WE* decide. We should be thankful we have this chance given by the Gods and their spiritual knowledge and powers. The Gods need to be THANKED them for how much they help a poor world that has fallen victim to some major psychopaths? How one THANKS them, aside verbally, is by doing their part in this.

We defeat millions of spiritual slaves and wipe out endless idiocy and danger from this world. We would like to be more, but we don't need to be. We just need EVERYONE we have to do what we have to do. Those who run things from the enemy side aren't millions either, only their slaves are such. We can win it, and we're in it to win it.

HAIL SATAN!!!